
TF-025 TrailFinder Binocular
Instructions

Features a built-in
digital compass

Holding your binocular
   Grasp each barrel firmly and move the barrels closer together or further apart until you see    
   a single circle of view.  Always return your binoculars to this position before using.

Focusing
   Close your right eye and sight an object with your left eye.  Focus the binocular by rotating 
   the center focusing wheel until the image is sharp and clear.
   Open your right eye and close your left eye.  Rotate the right eyepiece until the object 
   sighted is sharp and clear (note the setting of the diopter scale for future use.
   Both sides (eyes) are now in focus and you will need to use only the center focusing wheel 
   to focus on other objects.

Rubber Fold Down Eyecups
   Fold down for use with eyeglasses and fold up for use without eyeglasses.  They provide    
   comfort and promote viewing ease.

CAUTION!  Viewing the sun can cause permanent eye damage.  Do not view the sun with this 
binocular or even with the naked eye.

To Power on 
  Press “SET” to activate LCD Readout

To set auto shut off for 1-6 minutes
  1. Press “MODE” twice until TM3 appears on 
      LCD Readout
  2. Press “SET” to change display time from 1 – 6 
      minutes
  3. Once time is selected press “MODE” to confirm 
      setting.

To Calibrate 
  1. When  “WARN” displays on LCD readout calibration    
      is required
  2. Press “MODE” twice until “CA” appears on LCD 
      readout
  3. Press “SET” once and the LCD readout will flash   
      “TURN TWICE”
  4. Turn compass slowly twice (360 degrees x 2)
  5. Press “SET”.  Your compass is now calibrated

Note: Calibration is required after replacing battery.  
Battery:  Lithium battery #CR2032 included
NOTE:  Keep your compass as level as possible during all 

procedures

Once calibrated properly, the LCD display will show the direction you are facing while looking 
through the binocular.  The small triangle containing the letter "N" will always point to the 
north.
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